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Abstract. In dynamic cyber physical systems such as Industry 4.0, ensuring se-

cure and stable operating environment is a top priority. To support reliable 

communication in industrial network and prompt elimination of participants 

that express malicious behavior, a concept of trust is introduced for Industry 4.0 

production facilities through a conceptual trust handling framework. The 

framework implies trust phases on node and network level in trust data gather-

ing and trust data assessment phases. Constructs embedded in the framework 

support analytical approach to trust, allowing access to production data, reveal-

ing security issues in the system and suggesting areas for improvement by 

means of sensor data collection and processing, network traffic analysis, access 

control mechanisms, and other means. 

Keywords: Trust Framework, Trust Analytics, Cyber Physical Systems, Indus-

try 4.0. 

1 Introduction 

The emerging industrial revolution, known as Industry 4.0, is expected to embed lat-

est technological advances, such as Industrial Internet of Things (IoT), cloud compu-

ting, predictive analytics, advanced robotics, artificial intelligence, and enhanced 

sensing units, into a single wireless factory network. The industrial environment in-

volves both human and artificial participants and imposes human-human, artefact-

artefact, and human-artefact relationships in the system. Given high degree of net-

working and communication, such a system requires advanced security and monitor-

ing mechanisms [1-2]. In this paper we propose to support security analytics in Indus-

try 4.0 environment by embedding trust framework into the Industry 4.0 environment. 

The concepts behind the solution are described in [3]; this paper extends the discus-

sion by evaluating the framework from analytical perspective by introduction of trust 

phases. Each phase enables access to data that can be used for security analytics of 

operating industrial environment. 

The paper is organized as follows. The related works regarding development of the 

trust handling framework are listed in Section 2. The notion of trust phases is intro-

duced in the framework in Section 3. Analytical trust properties and functions ex-



pressed by the framework are discussed in Section 4. The approach to framework 

evaluation using relevant trust metrics is presented in Section 5. Brief conclusions and 

further research directions are given in Section 6.  

2 Related Work 

Trust has been a widely disputed study topic amongst researchers for decades. Albeit 

originating from area of social sciences, the concept of trust has been modified and 

integrated to other fields of study over years. Quantifiable trust is now embodied in 

various security and performance improvement solutions in computer and information 

systems, especially when it comes to highly autonomous distributed systems, where 

human intervention is unfeasible. Lately, there has been an increased interest in em-

bedding trust in security solutions of Industry 4.0, e.g. using trust-based communica-

tion for performance enhancement [1] or efficient resource distribution [2] in Indus-

trial IoT.  

This paper continues the investigation of trust handling framework constructs pro-

posed for Industry 4.0 and highlights aspects to be used for trust analytics. In [3], the 

trust concept, its interpretations in social sciences, IT and computer sciences, and ad-

hoc distributed sensing systems were investigated to understand how trust relates to 

properties expressed by Industry 4.0 environment. A case study [4] of a smart produc-

tion line installed on premises of Aalborg University was used to reveal Industry 4.0 

features that are required by industry workers. It was determined that data availabil-

ity, centralized code base and wireless connectivity are features that are expected by 

users in future CPS industrial networks. A conceptual framework for trust handling in 

such environment was constructed and is described in [5]. There, the trust handling 

solution was evaluated with regards to mentioned features, as well as standard securi-

ty requirements and underlying network configuration challenges. 

Combined research from prior work [3], [5] uncovered trust dimensions that are to 

be considered in Industry 4.0 wireless networks: Data integrity, Cooperation, Credi-

bility, Performance and process, Access control and Recommendation. Fusion of 

human and artificial trust required two trust levels to be defined: network-level trust 

and node-level trust; preliminary analysis suggested two types of trust: initial trust 

and continuous trust. In the proposed trust framework, trust assessment per node, 

when a new element joins the network, was suggested through Node initial trust mod-

ule construct. Trust evaluation is maintained in continuous trust constructs Node con-

tinuous trust module and Network continuous trust module. Trust functions that pro-

duce quantifiable trust evaluation were suggested. Collected local trust values are to 

be carried to Node trust engine and Network trust engine. Total node trust value and 

total network trust value are calculated as a final output to determine node’s or net-

work’s trustworthiness. Total trust values can be integrated into system monitoring 

solutions (suggested Alarm system module) to ensure transparency and quality of 

services in the system. 
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3 Trust Phases 

Only few attempts have been made at amalgamation of trust models and frameworks, 

even less so in industrial manufacturing area. Systems that share some properties of 

Industry 4.0 CPS networks, such as cloud services and wireless sensor networks, 

commonly use reputation-based methods to evaluate trust. Wireless sensor network 

reputation-based trust systems are often composed of the following blocks: data col-

lection and sharing, trust calculation, decision making and dissemination [6]. Analyti-

cal framework for trust management for cloud services [7] is also structured similarly, 

having 3 layers of trust: the trust feedback sharing layer, the trust assessment layer, 

and the trust result distribution layer. Thus, to support trust analytics in Industry 4.0, 

similar structuring is used in this work by introducing trust phases. Trust handling 

phases for proposed Industry 4.0 trust handling framework are displayed in Figure 1; 

a significant difference between the proposed framework for Industry 4.0 wireless 

network and application areas of trust models in reviewed works is that in the pro-

posed solution there is no trust distribution phase. Sharing collected feedback is high-

ly important in distibuted ad-hoc mechanisms, such as distributed cloud services or 

wireless sensor networks. In case of smart production facilities, the envisioned net-

work setup is strongly centralized. Therefore, instead of feedback distibution phase, 

trust storing phase is introduced. This phase is not explicitly seen in Figure 1; evalua-

tion metrics cover the steps before and after storing trust: from Trust decision step to 

Trust awareness step. 

Trust information is collected in the first phase: Trust data gathering. Next, in 

Trust data assessment phase node dimension-level trust scores are combined to result 

in a node total trust score. From network perspective, overall network trust level is 

also analysed in this phase. Lastly, in Trust storing phase (combined steps of trust 

decision and trust storage) evaluation of calculated trust scores is performed. In the 

next section, trust mechanisms of trust data gathering and assessment phases that 

support analytical operations in Industry 4.0 environment are described in detail.  

 

 

Fig. 1. Trust handling phases in proposed framework 
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4 Trust Gathering and Assessment: Analytical Properties and 

Functions 

In this section the methods that enable trust analytics in each trust phase of the 

proposed framework are shown. In trust data gathering phase, each proposed trust 

dimension (i.e. Data integrity, Cooperation, Credibility, Performance and process, 

Access control and Recommendation) implies trust mechanisms that can be used in 

trust data assessment phase to determine trust level of node or network. Trust storing 

phase is not considered, since it does not reveal potential sources of data for security 

analysis. Trust determination mechanisms are described in Table 1 according to the 

node and network level trust dimensions and trust functions. The last column of the 

table shows the constructs of the trust handling framework described in [5].  

Table 1. Analytical methods to evaluate various types of trust 

Trust 

dimension 
Trust function 

Trust  

mechanism 

(gathering 

phase) 

Trust  

mechanism 

(assessment phase) 

Supporting 

framework 

construct 

Node level 

Access  

control 

Identification,  

Authentication,  

Authorization 

User profile 

data registra-

tion 

User  

credential  

processing 

Node initial 

trust mod-

ule 

Data integrity 

Sensor reading  

inspection 

Sensor data  

collection and 

pre-processing 

Sensor data pro-

cessing and anoma-

ly detection (ML 

tools) 

Node  

continuous 

trust mod-

ule Data packet  

inspection 

Traffic data  

collection and 

pre-processing 

Traffic data pro-

cessing and anoma-

ly detection (ML 

tools) 

Cooperation /  

Recommenda-

tion 

Packets  

forwarded 

Node  

continuous 

trust mod-

ule/ 

Node trust 

engine 

Packet delivery 

ratio 

Average end-to-

end delay 

Throughput 

Data streams  

established 

Timely data  

transmission 

Initial  

credibility /  

Continuous 

credibility 

Vendor data  

validation 

Vendor  

attribute  

data collection 

Vendor data  

comparison against  

existing records 
Node initial 

trust mod-

ule/  

Node 

continuous 

trust mod-

ule 

Firmware 

validation 

Firmware  

version  

collection 

Firmware data  

comparison against 

 existing records 

Software 

validation 

Software  

version  

collection 

Software data com-

parison against  

existing records 
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Trust 

dimension 
Trust function 

Trust  

mechanism 

(gathering 

phase) 

Trust  

mechanism 

(assessment phase) 

Supporting 

framework 

construct 

Network level 

Performance 

and process 

System  

availability 

Statistical data  

collection 

Statistical data  

processing (BI 

tools) 
Network 

continuous 

trust mod-

ule 

SLA fulfilment 

Qualitative/ 

quantitative  

metrics 

Traffic  

monitoring 

Traffic data pro-

cessing and anoma-

ly detection (ML 

tools) 

5 Evaluation Using Relevant Trust Metrics 

In this section, trust assessment metrics from similar trust models and frameworks are 

collected to validate the proposed framework. This approach contributes to previous 

evaluation of the conceptual framework provided in [5]. Discovered evaluation met-

rics from related works are applied to each trust phase and discussed further in the 

section; metric’s level of relevance and importance is assessed; for relevant metrics, 

fulfilment methods are described and supporting framework components are listed. 

5.1 Trust Data Gathering Phase 

For trust data gathering phase evaluation metrics are collected in Table 2. Evaluation 

results are presented in Table 3. For each metric, the addressed problem and its evalu-

ation possibilities in the trust handling framework [5] are discussed. 

Table 2. Collected evaluation metrics for trust data gathering phase 
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Alzaid H. et al [6]     
 

  

Janani, V. S. et al 

[8] 
  

 
  

 
 

Noor, T. et al [7] 
   

 
 

  

Palmer, G. et al [9]        

Ren, Y. et al [10]        

Ye, Z. et al [11]        
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Scalability. Addressed problem: Are proposed dimension functions able to operate 

if production factory network grows in size or scale? The issue of scalability is ad-

dressed due to dynamic nature of Industry 4.0 wireless networks. Large sets of ele-

ments can be added to a factory networks. It is crucial that the proposed framework 

remains functional as the network grows in complexity. From technical perspective, 

adequate storage units have to be selected for storage of large data amounts, as well as 

devices with large computational power are needed for statistical analysis of ever 

growing amount of collected sensor data. Evaluation: Conceptual framework is not 

limited to selection of trust dimension functions; functions are selected depending on 

industrial needs. The scalability aspect has to be considered when choosing which 

trust functions to implement, in particular, for recommendation and cooperation trust 

dimensions.    

Accuracy. Addressed problem: Do defined trust functions provide input for rigor-

ous, credible trust result? At data collection step, raw data, as well as calculated func-

tion results have to be as accurate as possible to provide correct input for total trust 

level calculation. Evaluation: Selected functions are crucial for trust accuracy – the 

more appropriate the trust function, the more believable the calculated trust result will 

be. Additional elements such as sensor data module and network traffic data module 

should be configured to ensure the highest possible quality of stored data, avoiding 

data losses and eliminating false reports that lead to incorrect trust evaluations.  

Technique. Addressed problem: Are selected trust functions appropriate for par-

ticular setting or application? Evaluation: Since the conceptual framework does not 

suggest selection of particular functions, for continuous trust evaluation, this metric 

should be considered as the next step when implementation approach is selected. As 

for initial trust evaluation, there is the universal rule defined that elements that do not 

pass first two checks of access control and credibility are not allowed to join the net-

work. 

Adaptability. Addressed problem: Is it possible to reuse a functioning trust 

framework in different setting? Does the framework support a scenario of trust weigh-

ing, i.e. more important and determined trustworthy nodes are either able to have 

more weight in neighbour trust determination? In dynamic, complex network setting, 

it is not always reasonable to determine trust levels by the same rules for small nodes, 

such as newly added passive sensing elements, and large elements, such as module 

controller, that simultaneously has a larger impact in the system (has control capabili-

ties) and also has been in the network for a while. Evaluation: The issue of adaptabil-

ity is not pointed out in the proposed framework. Again, dimension trust calculating 

functions shall be aligned with element importance hierarchy in the network. Some 

trust dimensions, such as access control and initial/continuous credibility, are not 

affected by element significance, as the framework suggests that all newly joined 

elements are treated equally. 

Consistency. Addressed problem: Does the framework enforce direct trust score 

routing to central computational elements? Generated trust scores shall always have 

consistent origin; it shall be possible to track the route and sender of the trust score. 

Trust scores are not compromised or modified while in transfer to central trust com-

puting elements. Evaluation: The proposed framework covers this need by assuming 
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that calculated dimension-level trust values are carried directly to either central node 

trust or central network trust engine. No trust score routing is enabled. This aspect 

should be covered on technical implementation level.  

Table 3. Framework evaluation: trust data gathering phase 

 

 

Confidentiality. Addressed problem: Are appropriate mechanisms enabled in the 

framework to ensure transferred data is confidential? The aspect of confidentiality 

covers the need to expose required information only to parties that request it and have 

sufficient privileges to use it. Certain information should remain available only for 

network participants that are involved in particular process. Evaluation: From tech-

nical realisation view, the usage of cryptographic techniques for data transfer in CPS 

network is mandatory to fulfil this network trust evaluation metric. By itself the con-

ceptual framework offers access control mechanisms using functions of identification, 

authentication, and authorization. More granular role control is needed, if access to 

elements in the network has to be separated. Optionally, some element signatures can 

be anonymized during data transfer with ability to encode the sender only in the cen-

tral trust engine element. 

Trust type consideration. Addressed problem: Does the framework cover the 

scenario where certain trust dimension score has a higher weight than the others? 

Require-

ment 

Relevance 

(low/ 

medium/ 

high) 

Importance 

(low/ 

medium/ 

high) 

Fulfilment meth-

od 

Supporting 

framework 

construct 

Scalability low high N/A N/A 

Accuracy high high 

Is implied by data 

integrity trust 

dimension 

 Node continuous 

trust module 

Technique medium high 

Initial trust: ac-

cess control and 

initial credibility 

dimensions 

 Node initial trust 

module 

Adaptability low medium N/A N/A 

Consistency high medium 

Trust is routed to 

central processing 

element 

 Node initial trust 

module 

 Node continuous 

trust module 

 Network continu-

ous trust module 

Confidentiali-

ty 
medium high 

 Is implied by 

access control 

trust dimension 

 Node initial trust 

module 

Trust type 

consideration 
low low N/A N/A 
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Evaluation: Depending on the framework application, different trust dimensions can 

be weighted differently, or even disabled if not needed. Proposed framework consid-

ers access control and initial credibility dimensions to be of higher priority. The type 

of trust sent from these trust modules is discrete. Hence, if an element does not pass 

access control check, it is excluded from the network. If it passes this check, but fails 

to have credible vendor/software/firmware properties; it is also excluded from the 

network. Else, in case a newly joined element passes the initial trust test, its further 

trust evaluation is continuous. 

5.2 Trust Data Assessment Phase 

Trust assessment is the second step of trust handling in proposed framework. Metrics 

are summarized in Table 4. Evaluation results are presented in Table 5. 

Table 4. Collected evaluation metrics for trust assessment phase 
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Alzaid H. et al [6]     
 

  

Janani, V. S. et al 

[8] 
  

 
    

Noor, T. et al [7]  
 

     

Palmer, G. et al [9]        

Ren, Y. et al [10]        

Ye, Z. et al [11]        

 

Scalability. Addressed problem: Is trust assessment calculation possible for a 

growing production factory network? Scalability is raised as an evaluation metric for 

phase of trust data collection and this issue extends also to trust calculation phase. In 

addition to selecting appropriate trust functions for a network that is about to expand, 

central trust calculating elements must have sufficient computing power to support 

large-scale trust calculations. Trust assessment must happen with low latency and on-

demand, regardless of network size. Evaluation: This criterion is out of the scope of 

the conceptual framework. If the network is expected to grow, trust calculation per-

formance tests have to be done in different dimensions before deploying the system. 

Mobility. Addressed problem: How will trust assessment results change if an as-

sessed node is moved elsewhere in the network? Evaluation: Central trust engines 

that do local and total trust calculation per trust dimension do not consider the loca-

tion of the node in the proposed framework. For initial trust module, with dimensions 

of access control and initial credibility, this evaluation metric is not applicable. Trust 

values from this module are not changed if the element is moved. Location-dependent 

dimensions, such as recommendation and cooperation, however, are based on neigh-
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bour node trust input. Methodology for trust assessment of these dimensions is not 

offered by the framework. 

Efficiency. Addressed problem: How efficient are trust communication and calcu-

lation costs in the framework? Evaluation: In proposed framework trust computation 

is centralized. Node dimension-level trust and node total trust is calculated centrally. 

In closed factory environment with constant power supply it is a logical solution to 

avoid overhead, as opposed to wireless sensor networks, where calculation is local. 

As for trust communication from trust engines, enabling high interactivity in the net-

work contributes to complexity of the system. The framework offers common trust 

communication and trust storage points after calculation is done, such as alarm system 

module and trust storage unit. 

Technique. Addressed problem: Are selected trust calculation methods appropriate 

for particular setting or application? Evaluation: Proposed framework does not sug-

gest selection of particular statistical or mathematical methods for trust derivation. 

Techniques such as trust rating, weight assignment, probabilistic functions, as well as 

Bayesian and neural network principles and Fuzzy logic can be used, for instance, for 

calculation of recommendation or cooperation dimensions. The same applies to total 

node trust function calculation. 

Table 5. Framework evaluation: trust data assessment phase. 

 

Require-

ment 
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h
) 

Im
p

o
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/ 

h
ig

h
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Fulfilment method 
Supporting framework 

construct 

Scalability low high N/A N/A 

Mobility medium high 
[trust score is affected 

by this  factor] 
N/A 

Efficiency high high 

 Centralized trust 

processing 

 Centralized trust 

storing 

 Anomaly reporting 

 Node trust engine 

 Network trust engine 

 Alarm system module 

 Trust storage 

Technique low high N/A N/A 

Adaptability low low N/A N/A 

Security medium high 

  Is implied by access 

control, performance 

and process trust di-

mension 

 Node initial trust mod-

ule 

 Network continuous 

trust module 

 Network trust engine 

Integration high medium 
Total trust is multidi-

mensional 

 Node trust engine 

 Network trust engine 
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Adaptability. Addressed problem: Is it possible to reuse the trust assessment 

mechanism in other settings? Does the framework support element-specific trust 

thresholds? Evaluation: This metric is not fulfilled by proposed framework. In the 

framework, all elements in the network are treated equally regardless of their role in 

the network. 

Security. Addressed problem: How well is central assessment element fortified?  

In networks with high degree of centralization, gaining access to central control ele-

ment can result in complete network shutdown. Trust scores are stored centrally. 

Trust function modification should be available only to eligible network administra-

tors. Evaluation: The framework is aligned with network security requirements. It 

suggests security dimensions of access control, data integrity and availability. Con-

sideration of these requirements in initial and continuous trust modules, as well as 

using secure communication channels, protect data that is handed to central trust pro-

cessing engines. Network should be protected from external world using firewalls to 

avoid unauthorized access. 

Integration. Addressed problem: Is trust handled as a multidimensional value? 

Combining several trust dimensions is likely to increase the accuracy of total trust 

score. Evaluation: Integration metric is fulfilled in the framework by offering six 

different approaches to measure node-level trust. Moreover, a higher abstraction level 

trust value for the network, that combines node trust levels to form a network reliabil-

ity and security overview, is proposed.  

5.3 Trust Storing Phase 

In this section, for trust storing phase, cloud service trust model evaluation metrics [7] 

are used. Evaluation is summarized in Table 6. 

Response time. Addressed problem: How fast can trust scores be retrieved from 

storage? Trust scores have to be retrieved timely in order to provide most accurate 

data to trust monitors of the network, as well as use newest scores for total and net-

work trust calculations. Evaluation: This metric is not directly observed in the frame-

work. Response time measurement for specific storage methods has to be performed. 

Redundancy. Addressed problem: How high is the redundancy degree in the pro-

posed framework? Unnecessary trust duplication processes should be eliminated in 

the network to avoid scalability and processing challenges, for instance, when trust 

calculation is requested several times on the same node from different requesters. 

Inefficient storage of trust and feedback values cause waste of storage resources, af-

fecting the overall performance of the system. Evaluation: Detailed process analysis 

is required to detect and eliminate duplication processes and optimize trust data stor-

age. The proposed framework suggests the use of one common trust storage unit for 

node and network trust values. There are separate storage units for collected sensor 

data, collected network traffic, a separate policy repository and a separate version 

control repository.   

Security. Addressed problem:  How well are trust storage elements fortified? Simi-

larly as for trust assessment phase, securing trust storage unit is crucial to ensure trust 

data integrity and provide data for trust calculation at any given moment. Evaluation: 
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Proposed framework does offer direct mechanisms of securing storage units. For cov-

ering this metric, mechanisms such as secure communication protocols, firewalls on 

endpoints, and service audits are required.  

Table 6. Framework evaluation: trust storing phase 

 

6 Conclusions 

The paper describes how components of a conceptual trust handling framework for 

cyber physical system networks of Industry 4.0 [5] support trust analytics in an indus-

trial setting. Trust handling in the framework is organized in trust data gathering, 

trust data assessment and trust storing phases. Trust data gathering phase deals with 

data collection from different sources for further trust level calculation in trust data 

assessment phase. Analytical trust mechanisms and framework constructs that support 

the mechanisms are described on node and network level in both phases. On a node 

level, in trust data gathering and trust data assessment phases, user profile data, ex-

changed sensor data and network traffic data (using machine learning tools), element 

vendor-embedded data, firmware and software data are collected as input for analyti-

cal operations and are processed. As for network level, access to overall network sta-

tistical data can be enabled in trust handling framework using both machine learning 

tools (anomaly detection) and business intelligence tools (reporting). 

The work is concluded with continued evaluation of the proposed framework. This 

paper focuses on evaluation using metrics from related works. Each described analyt-

ical trust phase is validated against relevant metrics. Additionally, metric level of 

relevance and level of importance is determined to demonstrate proposed frame-

work’s level of contribution to the addressed trust problems. It is concluded that, for 

three defined trust phases of the proposed framework, important metrics of efficiency, 
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Fulfilment method 
Supporting framework 

construct 

Response 

time 
low low N/A N/A 

Redundan-

cy 
medium medium  Centralized trust storing 

 Policy repository 

 Version control repos-

itory 

 Trust storage 

Security medium high 

 Centralized trust pro-

cessing 

 Centralized trust storing 

 Anomaly reporting 

 Node/network trust 

engine 

 Alarm system module 

 Trust storage 
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accuracy, technique, confidentiality, mobility and security are fully covered or partly 

supported by the proposed trust solution. A necessary remark is that current evalua-

tion is not exhaustive; many metrics cannot be measured in conceptual trust solution 

until trust functions and calculation methodologies are selected. 

It is a matter of further research to continue analysis of constructs in proposed trust 

framework. Separate trust function evaluation could prove to be beneficial for deter-

mining which analytical methods of trust are more relevant in a specific Industry 4.0 

production factory setup. 
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